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“Education is education. We should learn everything and then choose which path to follow.” Education is
neither Eastern nor Western, it is human.”
“With guns you can kill terrorists, with education you can kill terrorism.”
~Malala Yousafzai~

GCTI Institute of Excellence in International Security will help you acquire the
cutting-edge skills and knowledge that’s aligned with the rapidly evolving
Counter-Terrorism Security industry, including leadership and research skills.

100% online coursework

www.globalctinstitute.org

SUMMARY
The Masters in International Security Studies (MISS) goal is to explore what these developing areas of empirical
security research mean for the concept of 'security', how different theoretical lenses help us to answer empirical
research questions in different ways, how 'new' approaches to security relate to 'traditional' approaches, and
develop an appreciation of ongoing limitations and challenges in the field. It is important to stress that all nations
have experienced terrorism, extremism, radicalism and sectarianism. These forms of fanaticism are not tied to, or
part of, any religion, creed, or race of people. Terrorism is a global threat that requires shared solutions.
This MISS degree will cover most aspects of the main theories and approaches to security through historical and
contemporary security issues. The roles and functions of the criminal justice system and examines the relationship
between the law and human rights. In addition, the program will explore issues relating to contemporary policing
and policing procedures that may have an impact on the society as well as the relationship between the police and
the communities at large. You will gain critical analysis on the crime, human rights, criminal justice and policing and
gain knowledge on the institutions that form the part of the criminal justice system. Crime, and justice have
impacted on the society around the world as well as the media over the number of years. The course will also look at
significant developments made within the criminal justice system.
The field of security studies has widened significantly over the past 25 years, moving from purely military questions
to other issues such as the environment or migration, and from a systemic or state-level understanding to society
and the individual (human security). The program starts by first engaging with how scholarly and practical
understandings of security have evolved in the past decades. In order to do so, the program explores some key
scholarly developments in the evolution of security studies, most notably by showcasing the difference between
more traditional rationalist approaches with constructivist and critical ones. The course then explores the
conceptual and empirical meaning of 'security' through a number of key issues and topics, including the changing
nature of war, the security implications of new technologies such as drones and cyber weapons, private security
companies, counter-terrorism and risk.
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CLASSIC SECURITY STUDIES: AN OVERVIEW

Term 1 (10 weeks)
Critical Security Studies: an Overview
Strategic Culture and International Systems
Wars, Old and New (inc. the Revolution in Military Affairs and Network-Centric
Warfare)
Technology in Counter-Terrorism (inc. Drones)
Peacebuilding and Intervention
Business and Security (inc. Defense and Arms Trade, Private Military and
Security Companies)
Term 2 (10 weeks)
The Power of Practitioners in International Security
Risk/Borders/Mobility
Cyberwar and Cybersecurity
Criminal law and Terrorism
Human Rights and Terrorism
Policing and Terrorism
Criminal Investigation and Terrorism

MAJOR RESEARCH PROJECT

Term 3 (12 weeks)
Throughout the two terms propose one research paper to be published in a recognized journal each term. These 2
papers will be 2500 words each. Topics to be chosen, peer reviewed with instruction on research methodology.
Students will learn and perform both Qualitative and Quantitative research methodology with correct citations.
The Major Research Project will be a dissertation of a topic chosen by the student and presented on a global
platform.

ASSESSMENT

No Exams!
Weekly Forum Discussion of key take aways from lectures and reading assignments.
Class participation in discussions and key takeaway responses is part of the course
requirement.
Major Research Project (Term 3)

100% online coursework.
No Exams

LEARNING OUTCOMES:
On completion of this course, students will be able to:
Have an extensive knowledge and critical understanding of some of the major approaches in
international security studies.
Show a reflective intellectual grasp of some of the most challenging security issues today.
Demonstrate an ability to apply specialized skills and analytical tools to a variety of empirical
cases.
Demonstrate an ability to identify, conceptualize and define abstract problems and issues
related to security.
Show transferable research skills such as advanced analytical thinking and communication
skills.
Upon the completion of the course, you will be able to have a better understanding of the
criminal justice system and gain employment within criminal justice or pursue further studies in
this area.
All modules are available online and you can study from anywhere and submit your assignment
online. In addition, weekly seminars will be available to discuss various topics on the subject
taught.
At the end of the course, you will be expected to undertake a Major Research Project on a
relevant topic of particular interest to you and present on a global platform.

PREREQUSITES

Applicants for the Master in International Security Studies must possess an earned
undergraduate degree from a regionally accredited institution or an equivalent degree
from a foreign university.
or
Three years active law enforcement or Military or 5 years security field. (verified)
and be able to maintain a grade of B- or better to continue in the program. Unofficial
transcripts must be sent with admissions packet.

Admission Packet must be complete and submitted to:
admissions@globalctinstitute.org
before you will be admitted into and allowed to enroll in the
course.

100% online coursework.

